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Abstract 
Among all available Mobile OS, Android is an ideal target for attackers due to its huge popularity. Android provides open-source 
OS and also provides ability to install third party applications that poses threat of user’s privacy breach. In this paper, we have a 
close look at permissions that are granted during installation period. We have proposed a hybrid approach for detection of 
malicious applications by scanning with different antivirus softwares and comparing all. This hybrid approach depends upon three 
parameters- Description Mapping, Interface Analysis and Source Code Analysis that defines an application’s behaviour i.e. either 
it behaves malicious or normal.  
© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
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1. Introduction  
In recent days, Smartphones role in human life has gained significance importance. The interest of human beings in 
mobile computing has shifted from laptops to phones and tablets. Smartphone Market has grown with the invention 
of iPhone (2007) and Android phones (2008). But, an Android phone surpasses iPhone due to its Open Source 
Operating system, highest market share, and unrestricted application market for third party applications. Due to the 
advancement in functionalities of Android OS, it has been deployed by many companies like Samsung, LG, Google, 
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Motorola and Dell 1,2.  
    Security is the main issue in Android devices. Smartphones market found the first malware in 20043. Trojan was 
the first virus which was identified by Kaspersky Lab. In 2012, a study conducted by MIT Organization in which 
A . PINTO  has given a report- “Android Malware 400% increase” in which he had described how Android 
malware is increasing at high speed since Summer 2010. Malware is software which runs behind UI (user interface) 
and steals user’s confidential data like password, bank account details and most recently visited pages etc4.  
    Attacks are being introduced in the system by means of third party application through which an attacker 
introduce the malicious code and upload it on the Google Play Store. Infected application are being downloaded and 
installed by Android Users generally by allowing all the requested permissions. When user uses the infected 
application, in the back-ground infected app can misuse the permissions granted to it and steal the private data of the 
user like precise geographic location, user’s contact information, and picture clicked without user knowledge etc. 
Due to it, attacker takes advantage of the Android Permission Model5. Therefore, it is important to have better 
understanding of Permission Based System6. 
    Spyware is one of the types of malware which monitors and collects personal information about the end user like 
the email address, frequently visited pages, user’s contact information, credit card number, key pressed by users, 
precise geographic location, bank account no., and picture clicked without user knowledge7. The objective of this 
research work is to detect Spyware by using hybrid approach to enhance the security of user’s private data because 
malwares are spreading through internet into the mobile devices and provides provision for installing application 
from unknown sources. In this research, firstly permissions are retrieved from AndroidManifest.XML file and then 
it is inputted to our hybrid approach. 
x We have used hybrid approach to increase the validity of detected spyware genre applications out of all the 
installed applications using three parameters- Description mapping, Interface Layout, and Source Code 
Analysis with all permissions retrieved from XML file  
x We have created a dataset from extracted features of Android applications in order to develop android Malware 
Detection Framework  
x We have developed a few applications for testing in which malicious patterns have been introduced 
x We have tested each application with different anti-viruses like McAfee, Avira, Norton etc 
   Section 2 describes the related work, Section 3 describes an overview of Android and its permission system, 
Section 4 describes the Methodology to be used, Section 5 analyzes and discusses the results, and section 6 finally 
concludes the paper and indicates its future work.  
2. Gap Analysis in Existing Work 
Based on the literature review8-18 of Android Permission Security system in Android Applications, following gaps 
have been identified: 
x No consolidate technique have been developed to extract the English keywords used in the description of an 
android application. 
x API documentation has been used but it does not provide sufficient information. 
x There is need to check the objects and classes related to each permission defined in AndroidManifest.XML file. 
x Till date no technique uses the identification of FrameLayout but it is capable of hiding surfaceview holder 
inside it if another child is added after surfaceview which can be used in background process to click the photos 
of the user and record videos etc 
3. Permission Based System 
    Permissions are acquired by using two-way process. Firstly, developer defines the required permissions that are 
the first requisite for performing the functionalities of an application. Secondly, during installation time, user must 
have approved all the requested permissions to use an application. 
   The Android official Market presents each application with two installation pages. The first installation page 
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includes install button, screenshots, description, rating and user reviews. When user click on install button, second 
installation page arrives that includes the application’s requested permissions9. Lists of Permissions are requested 
for each application according to their level or types which are defined below: 
x Level-zero (0) permissions or named as normal permissions are permissions that create low-risk factor and 
automatically granted by the system because these are hidden in a folded menu on the screen and typically only 
affect the applications scope. Example are VIBRATE and SET WALLPAPER etc5,6 
x Level-one (1) permissions are higher-risk permissions or dangerous-level. These permissions are shown on the 
screen at the time of application installation5,6 
x Level-two (2) permissions or signature permissions are based upon the criteria of key certificate matching of 
two or more applications such permission are utilized by developers to share resources among one or more 
application where the key certificate pair matches5,6 
x Level-three (3) permissions or signatureOrSystem permission can be allowed by the system to preinstalled 
applications, provided by the manufactures either directly on the mobile or via updates sent over the air5,6 
    After receiving the requested lists of an application according to their level of permission, it depends upon user 
either they installs all application by allowing all requested permissions or denying all of the requested permissions 
by cancelling the installation of an application9. In this paper, the main focus is on security in android applications 
by introducing Hybrid approach in Android Permission System.  
4. Methodology 
    In this research work, a hybrid approach has been emphasized to increase the validity of detected Spyware. We 
have used the android-market-api due to its capability to interact with the Google Play Store Market. In this 
methodology following steps have been followed which is shown in Fig. 1. 
 
Fig. 1. Methodology Used 
    There are various applications in Android Market in which some of these applications are available free of cost 
and some are paid ones. The main purpose of this proposed methodology is to use the Hybrid approach for 
permission based analysis in which three important parameters have been included that checks the malicious pattern 
of each application. The three parameters are Description Checking, Source Code Analysis and Interface Analysis. 
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    To accomplish the objectives of our proposed methodology, Firstly, Broadcast Receiver is listening to the system 
broadcast for every newly installed application or updated application. When the receiver receives such broadcast it 
finds the location of .apk file which is by default hidden by the play store and then that .apk file is uploaded to the 
server. Re-engineering .apk file is done for each application with different tools like dex2jar, jd-gui, and apktool. 
    Real time server (000webhost) has been used in this approach. In this methodology, different applications are 
taken for analysis and that too are scanned with different antiviruses like McAfee, Avira etc. For detection, new 
applications are created in which malicious pattern is introduced. Permissions of the applications are retrieved from 
AndroidManifest.XML file and then these are compared according to the three parameters of hybrid approach as 
described below: 
4.1 Description Mapping 
    When developer develops any application then description is provided about that application with the intention 
that user can easily understand the features and functionalities of the applications. When end-user wants to 
download any application from play-store, they visualize the description about that particular application. Before 
installing an application, users check the application on the basis of application‘s screen shots, Description, and their 
reviews. Analyzing the screenshot is not feasible as it involves Digital Image Processing which is computationally 
intensive. So, our main concentration is on analysis of description of the application because description is the first 
interface in user interaction that helps the end-user to understand about functionality of the application6.  
    In Android applications, permissions are declared in XML File. Permissions are all or nothing based i.e. end users 
have privileges to install application by allowing all requested permissions or denying all of the requested 
permissions by cancelling the installation of that application. Information is given to end user about the permissions 
that application needs according to the developer of the application, but not about the permissions which the 
application actually uses behind the user interface18. Because unauthorized user can declares extra permissions for 
their personal use or for stealing the personal information of end-user but end-user cannot understand it. Our main 
purpose is to detect the Spyware according to the given description so that we can prohibit the harmful impact of 
unauthorized users and provide safety to end-users. This can be done by mapping the required permissions of the 
application with Static Permission Database. We have collected data from approximately 100 applications by 
checking English keywords used in their description which are related to permission defined in XML file6. 
4.2 Interface Analysis 
    A layout defines the visual structure for a user interface (UI) and controls how the child views are presented on 
the screen. There are different types of standard layouts like RelativeLayout, LinearLayout, FrameLayout, 
AbsoluteLayout, TableLayout21. Out of all these available layouts only FrameLayout is checked in this paper to 
detect the illegal use of camera. FrameLayout has attribute that shows only one child view at the foreground. As a 
result, this layout could be used to hide several others views which present the ability to gain illegitimate access of 
various hardware regarding the user privacy20. FrameLayout can be more effective when elements are unseen and 
shown programmatically. The attribute android:visibility is used to hide particular elements in the XML.The 
attribute android:visibility has three visibility values which are visible, invisible (not show, but even takes a space), 
and gone ( not show, and not space taken) 6. 
    Due to its useful feature i.e. elements are unseen and displayed programmatically; unauthorized user can take the 
advantage of this feature and steal the personal information of user. Some malicious applications use this feature and 
place the Camera preview/Surface View object in a Frame Layout and place another child view to block the 
visibility of camera preview which may use either the front or rear camera to take user images6.  
4.3 Source Code Analysis 
    After reengineering .apk file, we opened the entire java files with java decompiler (jd-gui). In source code 
analysis, all objects and classes (declared in its java file) are checked against the permissions defined in 
Android.Manifest.XML. If the objects or classes related to the permissions are not found then there is a chance that 
malware is existed in the application, and application may steal the personal information6. 
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5. Implementation 
     For permission based mechanism, first of all the permissions are retrieved from AndroidManifest.XML file 
which is shown in Fig. 2. and then these are compared according to the three parameters of hybrid approach. 
 
Fig. 2. Retrieval of Permission from AndroidManifest.XML file 
In this approach, weightage is assigned for each parameter (20% weightage is used for description mapping, 20% 
weightage is used for Interface Analysis, and 60% weightage is used for source code analysis). If description is not 
defined for an application then Description Weightage becomes 0% i.e. the case where the user has not downloaded 
the application from Google Play Store and Source Weightage becomes 70% and Layout Weightage becomes 30%. 
Like in our case, we have created few applications in which we have introduced the malicious pattern and 
description is not defined in android market. At last, report is generated in SDCard for each parameter and their 
corresponding weightage. After calculating all the weightages, Total Weightage is calculated which is sum of all 
weightages. Total Weightage is compared with threshold value which is 30%. If Total Weightage is less than 
threshold value then application is declared as Normal application. If Total Weightage is greater than threshold value 
then application is declared as malicious application. Total Weightage (TotalWeightage) is calculated as 
ࢀ࢕࢚ࢇ࢒ࢃࢋ࢏ࢍࢎ࢚ࢇࢍࢋ ൌ ൫ܦ݁ݏܿݎ݅݌ݐ݅݋ܹ݄݊݁݅݃ݐܽ݃݁ ൅ ܮܽݕ݋ݑݐܹ݄݁݅݃ݐܽ݃݁ ൅ ܵ݋ݑݎܹ݄ܿ݁݁݅݃ݐܽ݃݁ ൯                                   (1) 
For analysis, different applications are taken from android market and some new applications are also developed in 
which malicious code is introduced. In this paper, testing of different applications is done by considering various 
factors like 
x Application which behaves normal 
x Application which show malicious samples by testing with Avira and McAfee 
x Application in which malicious code is embedded 
x Application which is malicious but not detected by antivirus scanner 
     It has been observed that all malicious applications are declared as malicious by our hybrid approach. The main 
advantage of our approach is that it has shown better result than antivirus scanner and alert is sent to the user about 
that particular application while its installation time. Testing of each parameter and its corresponding results are 
shown below: 
5.1 Description Mapping 
     Clear and well-written Description defined for each application promotes end user to identify which permission 
is used in that application. For analysis, database is collected from 100 android applications and same naming i.e. 
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english keywords is used in database as the official Android market. For that an unofficial Android Market API is 
used to connect with the Android market and, therefore, obtain the actual description of the applications and then 
compare with the permissions used in .XML file. Fig. 3. shows below the description fetched from android market. 
In this approach, Description Weightage (DescriptionWeightage) is calculated by using following formula 
ࡰࢋ࢙ࢉ࢘࢏࢖࢚࢏࢕࢔ࢃࢋ࢏ࢍࢎ࢚ࢇࢍࢋ ൌ ቆͳͲͲെ ൬ቀ
 ̴ ̴
 ̴ ̴ ቁൈ ͳͲͲ൰ቇൈ ͲǤʹ                                                          (2) 
Where Total_Description_Count describes how many keywords are matched with the total permissions used in 
AndroiManifest.XML file and Total_Permission_Count describes how many permissions are used in 
AndroidManifest.XML file. 
 
Fig. 3. Retrieval of Description from Android Market using Android Market API of English to Hindi Dictionary Application 
5.2 Interface Analysis 
 
Fig. 4. Activity_Main.XML Layout found that uses Malicious Code 
    In this analysis, all layout files which are located in res folder are checked for the services which they perform at 
the background without knowledge of user. In this parameter, android:visibility attribute is checked in all layout 
files in which FrameLayout is used. If value of android:visibility is invisible or gone than it is treated as Malicious 
app. Layout Weightage (LayoutWeightage) becomes 20% if it found frame layout and their corresponding visibility 
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invisible or gone otherwise zero. Fig. 4. shows above the layout found and relative their name of that layout in 
which malicious code is found. 
5.3 Source Code Analysis 
 
Fig. 5. Representation of Total_Source_Count and Source Weightage 
     In this analysis, objects and classes are mapped with the permission defined in the AndroidManifest.XML file. 
Fig. 5. shows above the Total_Source_Count and Total_Permission_Count and their corresponding Source 
Weightage. Source Weightage (Sourceweightage) is calculated using following formula 
ࡿ࢕࢛࢘ࢉࢋࢃࢋ࢏ࢍࢎ࢚ࢇࢍࢋ ൌ ቆͳͲͲെ ൬ቀ
ܶ݋ݐ݈ܽ ̴ܵ݋ݑݎܿ݁ ̴ܥ݋ݑ݊ݐ
ܶ݋ݐ݈ܽ ̴ܲ݁ݎ݉݅ݏݏ݅݋݊ ̴ܥ݋ݑ݊ݐ ቁൈ ͳͲͲ൰ቇൈ ͲǤ͸                                                               (3) 
Where Total_Source_Count describes how many objects and classes are found with respect to the total permission 
used in AndroiManifest.XML file and Total_Permission_Count describes how many permission is used in 
AndroidManifest.XML file. Table 1 shows the comparison of our hybrid approach to the different antivirus scanner 
like Avira, McAfee, Norton, AVG Antivirus etc and our methodology shows the better results.   
Table 1 Comparison of Our Hybrid Approach to the different Antivirus Scanner 
Apps Name Avira McAfee Norton AVG Avast Quick Heal Lookout Perm. Watcher Proposal Approach 
English to 
Hindi  Dict. 
Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes No Yes Yes 
Magic Photo 
Effect 
Yes Yes No Yes No Yes No No Yes 
Indian 
Caller Info 
Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes No Yes Yes 
View Finder No No No No No No No Yes Yes 
Doge Coin No No No No No No No No No 
Testing 1 No No No No No No No No Yes 
Testing 2 No No No No No No No No Yes 
Here, No represents that the applications behave normally or does not contain malicious pattern and Yes represents 
the applications that contain malicious patterns. 
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6. Conclusion and Future Work 
    In this paper, we have defined the need of why we are doing this analysis. We have used the hybrid approach to 
increase the validity of detected Spyware in which analysis is done on the basis of three parameters named 
Description Mapping, Interface Analysis, and Source Code Analysis. We have concluded that our hybrid approach 
has given better results than antivirus scanner because the other system can’t find the malicious applications in 
which Interface Analysis is done and on the basis of description of the applications. 
The future work in this domain involves selective granting of permissions at the installation time. Along the 
description mapping, the user rating provided for the app could be used to evaluate the possibility of spyware 
existence in the app as well as the user reviews provided could be analyzed with the help of NLP. 
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Appendix A. Weightage Assignment for Hybrid Approach 
    The data is collected from different developers for assigning weightage to three parameters used in Hybrid 
approach in which multiple questions are answered by developers and their corresponding answers are shown 
below: 
 
Fig. A-1. Data collected from different developers during Survey 
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     In the next figure, graph is drawn on the basis of our hybrid approach in which three parameters are used: 
Description Mapping, Interface Layout, Source Code Analysis and their corresponding data is collected from 
different developers which is previously shown in excel sheet. 
 
Fig. A-2. Graphical Representation of Data collected related to Three Parameters 
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